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Oi reached an agreement with creditors today which exceeded our expectations. However this 

led to a drop in the shares. Originally we expected 10-20% of the equity but at this point it looks 

like we are getting 25%. Also the company made agreements with its regulators to workout most 

of its fines. Overall, it looks like a  good conclusion. 

 

 

25% of the equity for us is good.    

 

Plus we have Swaris, China Mobile, and China Telcom as possible bidders on the post 

restructuring at a premium to that. 

 

The volatility of Oi would normally disqualify it as a Broxton holding.   Although, of the handful 

of restructurings we've participated in,  it is fairly normal turbulence.   But given the mature 

stage of the economic cycle we are in, and the deep value Oi has, we’re comfortable.  Very 

similar to the 98-99 period.    

 

We're digesting and modeling their plan and should have some more numbers or additional 

updates out later.  

 

Historically market tops and market extremes are hard for us to generate meaningful 

alpha.      However at the end of a market cycle, that has always worked to our advantage.  

 

New Adds- 

Viacom- VIAB, 4 billion viewers worldwide, MTV, Comedy Central, Paramount, and a big real 

estate portfolio.   Viacom makes 10x as much money as Netflix, however  if NFLX traded at the 

same multiple as VIAB,  Netflix would be trading at $16-  Conversely if VIAB traded at the 

same valuation as NFLX,  VIAB would be at $443.  If Viacom traded at the same enterprise 

value to ebitda as it's peers, excluding outlier NFLX,  it would be trading at $54.* 

 

Gamestop-GME,  same store sales are going up, trading at 6x earnings,  70% off its high, 

transitioning from core business of game sales to other categories,  and  a strong 4th quarter due 

to iPhone  & Nintendo Switch gaming console. 

 

Kroger- KR,  food inflation came back- helping to drive same store sales and impressive 94 page 

presentation on how they are approaching the internet.    

 

Harmony Gold-   Growing into 1/2 Billion in EBITDA next year.   Smoking value for a company 

that largely goes unnoticed.   

 

 

 



Updates- 

Genworth GNW-     Byron and Allen are speaking with the CEO and CFO of Genworth on 

Friday.   Basically a "lead, follow, or get out of the way conversation,"  in hopes that they can 

improve shareholder value.   

Never underestimate the value of cash and patience in achieving the real goal; superior returns 

over the complete cycle.  Markets tell you what to do if you listen,. Near the highs, few 

opportunities exist to earn substantial returns, so you should take little risk. Near the lows, 

opportunities to earn attractive returns are abundant. You should take a lot of risk.  This sounds 

simple because it is. It’s obvious. But obvious is not easy."  -Eric Peters,  One River Asset 

Management 

 

"We don’t participate in stupidity but we’re smart enough not to short it."  -R. Allen Cooke 

 
Of note- 

 



 
Crypto-currencies-  Have no intrinsic value nor do they store any value.  They are worth zero or infinity 
and complicated to explain, hence a speculators dream.   It is dependent upon great fool investing- it 
works as long is there is someone willing to buy at a higher price.     The (non)regulation of 
exchanges  and  lack of transparency  make it susceptible  to fraud-  meaning many exchanges have no 
problem letting you buy as much as you want, trying to get your money out can sometimes take 90 
days. What happens when lots of money comes out?  A speculator can always buy 1-2% for his or her 
portfolio.  To make a quantifiable investment thesis,  wait 5 or 10 years from now when you have the 
transparency and knowledge of what the space looks like.      Trading on euphoria or fear of missing out 
is always the hallmark of  a bad investment decision.  You could own Walmart for the same price as 
bitcoin;  Disney and  Coca-Cola trade at a valuation cheaper than  bitcoin.   For the price of bitcoin, 
instead you could  buy the entire McDonald's Corporation and still have $135 billion dollars left over.   In 
fact you could own 2/3 of the stocks in the pricey Dow Jones for less than the price you pay to buy 
Bitcoin.  We always like buying the steak, not the sizzle.       
                     
Fun Facts- 
 
For bitcoin to be trading at a the value of all the gold in the world it would have a price of $40,000 
1000 people own 40% of all bitcoin 
The worlds black market is about $20 trillion, same as US GDP,   crypto-currencies could become a haven 
for the black market 
Sports Betting and Gambling are also a great match for crypto-currency use 

 
   
Quotable-                         
"The Internet and then crypto-currency are decentralized, largely open source protocol stacks that have 
transformed our civilization. These qualities make crypto-currency something that is anathema to the 
previous paradigm’s debt-based fiat. As such, it poses an existential threat to existing incumbents, be 
they technocrats, banksters, career politicians, or complicit corporate cartels, whose position depends 
on their proximity to and relationships with the money center apparatus that creates money and 
preferentially distributes it out among this network"  -Mark Jeftovic 
 
 
Greater decentralization of structure is an interesting dynamic.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Interesting market anomalies (as noted by Fasanara Capital) 

 
  

 
Value Investors, Are we having fun yet??? 
                        
The stock market risks usually go ignored until it is too late, then everyone wants to be in value.       Our 
long term fiduciary responsibility is to protect assets and grow them responsibly.   
 
We're up 3000% since 2000.   Since 2000, the S&P 500 is up 88% or 3.7% annualized.   People are buying 
stocks at their highest valuations of all time hoping someone pays the more for it.   Most of everything 
we own- we are buying stocks after they have sold off 50-70% and  are exhibiting signs of fundamental 
improvements.     These are the stocks investors will need to generate returns in the future.  Trying to 
catch the bottom, or close to it- buy low, sell high.   Unlike what many other are doing buying high and 
hoping to sell higher.    

 

When momentum investing ends it usually ends badly.   The "must have stocks or the you need to own 
stocks" of yester-years bull markets like the Four Horsemen, GE, or XRX-   GE hit a high of $59.93 in 2000 
and in 20017 is currently trading at 17.76.    Xerox was so awesome that you had to own it, and you 
could just buy and hold it forever, it traded at $163 in 1999 and currently trades for $29.   

 



Petro China (PTR) in 2007 was the first stock ever to be valued at $1 trillion dollars.  Since then 

it still generates $200-$300 billion in revenues and can do $5-$20 billion in net income and has a 

$221 billion market valuation.  Or a 78% decline in it's share price.  Apple is generating $230 

billion in revenue (revenue and ebitda are flat for the last 3 years, and net income is down),  and 

they have a $30 billion hole in their working capital.  We're not saying Apple isn't an impressive 

company, it is but at what price?  The history of the technology sector is highly cannibalistic by 

nature.  (Kodak, Polaroid, Radio Shack).       

 
Multiple expansion of a PE is simply paying more for the same thing.  GAAP Earnings for the companies 
in the S&P have grown by just 3% in the last three years.  

 

Microsoft- trading for about 15x earnings for the last 15 years.  Currently trading around 30x 

earnings.   Revenues are flat to down over the last few years,  A few years ago MSFT paid a 32% 

tax rate and currently is paying no tax,  with a cash tax provision thru June 30,  so the tax rate is 

negative, meanwhile debt grew from $30 billion to $80 billion. 

 

Boeing- Uses fishy unit cost accounting, has $32 billion in deferred costs that will be eventually 

written down $10 billion plus.   

 

3M was the same company when the stock was a 150% cheaper. 

 

You can buy the four FANG (Facebook, Apple, Netflix, and Google)  stocks or you own every 

company in the German Stock market.     FANG and the entire German Stock Market have the 

same market capitalization. 

 

  



 

Race to the top.  It's funny that while many of these stocks haven't been this expensive in 20 

years, that's when everyone wants to buy them.  Buy low sell high anyone?   People in this 

market seem to buy high and hope someone will buy higher.   

 

 

So where will returns come from over the next 10 years?    

 

If 90% of equity flows are going into ETFs, you can bet that many of those stocks in ETFs are 

overpriced.  Likewise many of the stocks outside ETFs are being overlooked and under-

priced.  Everywhere we can find  the valuation equivalent of a $1 trading for .50 cents, we're 

buying.  No one is noticing, in fact some of those "dollars," trading for .50 cents got cheaper and 

are trading for .40 or .45 cents.   But in the end, a dollar is worth a dollar. Buying the out of favor 

or fallen is what we love. In the most expensive stock market in history, we own the most 

inexpensive stocks we've ever owned. For every $100 invested in the S&P 500 an investor is getting 
about $4 in earnings.   For every $100 invested in Broxton, investors are getting about $20-$25 in 
earnings.   If the Broxton portfolio was trading at the same multiple as the market we'd be up 
600%.   We're loading up on value positions that meet our criteria in  any market environment.  It's not 
exciting right now and the returns are not anything to write home about.  However, value and gravity 
are real concepts.   And you'll be able to look back upon your portfolio in 5, 10, 15, 20 years be satisfied, 
realize superior long term returns, and growth over the complete cycle.   

 
We're currently scheduling client updates and meetings for January.   Send 
candace@broxtoncapital.com an email if you'd like to schedule a time to speak.  Get excited about value 
and the companies in your portfolio.  They make a lot of money and are undervalued.   For 20 years 
that's all we've ever wanted to own, and it's always worked out.    

 

 

 
Happy Holidays!! 

 

 


